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Horse isle 2 esroh quests

Now Playing: 13 Players Online Now Total: 973 Active Player AccountsGame Features and Content (Discover the ever-changing world of Horse Isle!) Game features: No Download! Uses Flash 10 to play right in your web browser! Massively multiplayer. Hundreds of players can be online together. Unique
communicative world, all easily accessible by 2.5D vector art. Find and catch wild horses who wander the land. Then take care, train and feed your horses. Buy fancy tack, pets, decorative extras and even design your own logo for your horse! 8+ horses compete in arenas with up to 8 others at a time.
Player interaction via chat, trading, auctions, post, forums and multiplayer minigames. Buy your own island. Build a customizable ranch to produce items and support your horses! Unique club system. Help grow your club's biggest Horse Isle. Never expanding game content: Hundreds of islands and
buildings explored. Hundreds of challenging minigame quests. Hundreds of game characters interact. Hundreds of story/character quests. Dozens of precise and detailed pedigrees. Dozens of original, professionally composed soundtracks of each landscape type and location type. Game Pricing (Play for
free or order additional benefits.) Horse Isle can be played completely for FREE. There are benefits of ordering ($5/month or $40/year) described below. The main purpose of these advantages is to limit the game's transfer of money to a non-subscriber subscriber. This prevents cheating and makes it
fairer for honest players. Joining Benefits: Player player trading: Trade money, items, horses, pets and even rent a horse to another player. Send money / items to the game mail: If the player is offline, you can still give them something! Horse auctions: Sell or buy horses with all the other subscribers.
Participate in all arena levels: Non-subscribers can only enter the lowest level. Ranch island property: If you can afford it, you can buy your own island! Additional content: Your subscription fee is what makes Horse Isle possible by supporting many artists, servers and support needed. For those who can't
afford to subscribe, the game is still fully playable, just not so easily or maybe not quite as much fun. However, many players sell subscription signs within the game, so it's possible to earn a subscription, even if you can't spend real money. Parental Info (We take the safety, well-being and education of
children seriously.) Content of the game: Horse Isle is designed from the ground up to be an enjoyable, safe and educational experience. Players of all ages enjoy horse sing. The entire content of the game is completely nonvioled. There is no horse breeding or related terminology. Horses never die in
The Horse. Education benefits: (Almost all of this is happening without the child's understanding!) puzzles: many mini-games require memory, logic, planning, and problem solving. Reading: Visitors to the game of characters require a lot of reading, understanding and even decision-making. Spelling: Our
chat filter requires that every word a player speaks is found in our clean dictionary. This is a continuous spelling exercise because the child cannot communicate successfully if they do not correctly spell. Finance: Many expensive items in the world require saving a lot of game money. The banking system
includes interest and a simple stock market system. Policy: The club system requires players to work together to succeed in a hierarchical system. Social: Multiplayer minigames and chat allows players to interact with other real people around the world. Horses: A lot of accurate horse information, artistic
and breed history. Brain bullies: Many puzzles and other brain teasing stretch the mind a little bit. Education games: A wide range of topics in history, physics, programming, mathematics, etc. are directly used in some games. Child Protection: Rules: We have detailed rules designed to keep the game
safe and clean. They are strictly enforced, requiring all players to adhere to them or risk losing their accounts. Chat filtering: there is a conversation, but it's limited to saying words from our pure dictionary. Moderators: Even in a clean dictionary, trouble-makers could still discuss topics that violate our rules.
In such cases we have moderators to enforce the rules. Abuse system: If someone is blatantly violating the rules, each player can notify them using our Abuse Report system. All of these reports are follow-up to a living person to check their accuracy and then take appropriate action. Content rated G: Our
goal of the entire game content we produce is rated G. No violence, vulgar language, etc. No Advertising: We have chosen pay-to-play instead of an ad supported model, so your child is not included in the ad's dubious origin. The requirement to meet Hera, one of the Esrohs on HI2, is to answer all the
mystery post questions in the game. When we first started playing HI2, we were all answering three questions in every mystery post we found. It was great - our total answering mystery post questions climbed quickly. Problem: we were unable to track which mystery posts we had already hit. Even without
a trace, we finally answered 192/195 mystery post questions. It left only one riddle post there that we had somehow missed. But which one? This question has haunted us for years. Every time we happened to post a mystery post on our travels, we'd click on it just to make sure it wasn't what we had
missed. Recently we finally got serious about the issue and began systematically visiting all islands with complex mystery posts to cross them from the list one by one. First, we went through all the Plains. Happiness. Second, we went through the snowy islands. Again, no luck. Next up is desert islands.
The last desert island we studied, or rather, Lily and Odette were exploring, was the Dry Isle itself. Aha! I finally found it! When I heard Lily's victory cry across the room, my first thoughts were that she won the lottery or hit a high-soot palomino Hanover or something. XD I'm so happy Lily decided to try the
desert islands early to look, but don't ask me how we overlooked the Dry Isle all this time! All 195 puzzles answered, we eagerly headed to flurry isle to meet hera. Julie and Sardonyx had the honor of embarking on the journey. When Pepsi asked to learn his wisdom, he replied: So, Pepsi and Sardonyx
turned around and headed straight back to the desert to complete the first work. Having met Dionys a long time ago, Pepsi had no trouble getting under the sink of the Golden Isle to deliver a letter from the hers. They then returned to Hera to do his second job.  Question: We took one look at it and
immediately opened a new card for Esroh Legends with some help. The helpsite came through as usual. The answer, if you care, is A = 9 B = 8. We all took turns taking the reins to collect the necessary ingredients for cornucopias from foreign islands. This adventure kayak definitely is comfortable!
Thanks to Esroh Legends, we also knew that we needed to craft 2 Esroh materials to work #4. As long as we were collecting the ingredients, we thought we were preparing for it. So, we traveled to the Sois Islands to collect one rare ingredient, some unfortunate unusual bugs in the jug plants. (Talk about



going to the pan fire!) After that came the journey to the Leaf Islands to collect another rare ingredient, colorful dust. When we finally had cornucopias and Esroh materials crafted, we returned again to Hera. From there we made the journey through the Shipwreck Isle and found lorddoubloon, who line
players out of the Center Isle for a hefty fee of 20 doubloons. For the first time, Pepsi visited the Center Isle!  I checked the pepsi and decided to go to the northeast entrance first. Center Isle is not as impressive as you might expect. Only three complex but not very large tunnel systems and hardwood
terrain. To get to the middle, we had to find and pull the lever in each of the three tunnel systems. For some reason, Usko and I had a terrible time finding a lever for the first tunnel system. Then later, when we tried to search again, we found it easily. Go figure it out. Lever 1 After that we had to spend
another 20 dubloons on each LordDoubloon to bring us to the other two tunnel systems. Julie and Yellowstone found the levers in them without any major difficulty. Showing off. XD Lever 2 Lever 3 Finally we reached the gazebo landscape center! Pepsi couldn't see Zeus yet, probably like him. All the
other Esroh miracles that finish first, but he couldn't meet his guardian and see his sinkhole. Pepsi told the squirrel that Hera sent us to pick up his gift. We passed him from Esrohi's material so Zeus could polish it, and then... So it was the crown! Too bad we didn't look at it. Pepsi made the trip back to
Hera, who was thrilled with his gift. The reward for all this was to increase the durability of the competitive momentum. Since we don't compete much, it's not a big deal for us. Still, it doesn't hurt, and we're one Esroh closer to meeting Zeus! Flurry helped us celebrate later by giving Pepsi a meteor. We
also fluted pretty gray Norwegian Coldblooded Trotter there. :)  Edit, November 6: Hello everyone! For those who ask for HI3 guides; The EU team is not uploading any, unfortunately. Neither of us play HI3 actively (I've been to twice ... In the last three months... I wish I had more hours a day) and we don't
have time to keep the site updated. There is at least one HI3 help site that seems to be in the work in progress, and I'm sure others will appear as the game evolves. If you want to use EU forums to discuss HI3, feel free to just show what kind of game you are talking about! Thank you, -Candy -- For
anyone who has kept out alpha and beta and avoiding the need again, HI3 is now live! Register and start exploring the world hi3.horseisle.com! Platforms now supported: Windows 64bit, 32bit, Mac, Linux. Views: 3035 | Added: Person | Date: 08/26/2019 | Comments (1) Apologies for the delay - I was
abroad. (: New Breed: Cubano de Paso New Companion: Young Elephant New Quests: Five New Quests. Cheese LilClay (25qp) [Newbie] CottonKins Cookies Emergency (35qp) [Intermediate] DappledFur's Book of Stars (90qp) [Intermediate] MissFuzzyKins Allergy (30qp) [Newbie] MrsClydesdale's
Draft Arena Quiz (25qp) [Intermediate] Views: 393 | Added: Person | Date: 08/26/2019 | Comments (0) Update of this; HI3 Beta is open to all gamers! From Pathfinder, now you can create an account with HI3.  Note: Only 64-bit Windows. we do not support Mac or Linux yet (Plan to).  The game is beta
state with incomplete features, errors and many resets, must be patient and able not to get frustrated with a lack of support, etc. your account will be reset and lost several times before live, that is, all horses or achievements will be lost. Feel free to sign up for your account at the top of page, click on
create an account! Based on the question referred in the comments; for those who are currently playing HI3 beta, if there is an aspect of the game that you think should be explained on the guide to the EU, please comment / mention it in the chat box! Thank you! Views: 823 | Added: Vallina | Date:
05/04/2019 | Comments (3) New Egyptian Arab New Quests: Six new quests. InkWellLad and the Lost Cookie Cutter (30qp) [Intermediate] MrBoarBristleRush's Lunch (25qp) [Newbie] MrBoarBristleRush's Not So Funny Jokes (30qp) [Intermediate] PurpledGrass Vegetable Challenge (25qp) [Intermediate]
SirSpeedWell's Cross-Country Arena Quiz (30qp) [Intermediate] TeenyWax's Tea Party (30qp) [Intermediate] New Tack Set: Carousel Tack New Bonuses: 24 new bonus points. 5 found. You know what these are? Send them in! PurpleEyedGrass Bonus Seeds [5] Other: -- Subscribers can now grow
some food in the grassy hills of Froli villages (see PurpleEyedGrass Vegetable Challenge, see Messenger abilities) - Arena requiremen ... Read more » Views: 961 | Added: Person | Date: 03/27/2019 | Comments (4) And here are the winners! Enjoy! :) #10 - StrawberryMoon (LC) - Moon sub #2 - Junior
(ET) - Monthly sub #20 - Sunshine (LC) - Moon sub #3 - Scarlet (LC) - Moon sub #12 - JitterBug (ET) - Moon sub #8 - Arvella (ET) - 5 Zeus signs #11 - Ashes AndFire (ET) - 5 Zeus Symbolic #14 - Storm (LC) - Moon Sub #21 - DreamingFilly (LC) - Monthly Sub #18 - Pickle (ET) - 5 Zeus Tokens #16 -
Morality (ET) - 5 Zeus Tokens ---- Happy Holidays and Happy New Year for everyone! Let's get a quick give-off. Name one of the things you expect in the coming year. It can be real-life related or Horse Isle (3? ;)) related. One entry per person, please also include your username and the server for which
you want the prize. We give away several random prizes, including money, subs and badges! This race ends on 19/19 11:59 PST. -Vallina Views: 940 | Added: Vallina | Date: 2018-12-27 New Breed: Black Forest Draft Horse New Companion: Basket of Kittens New Quests: Six New Quests.
BookWormLass's Mythical Horse (30qp) [Newbie] CantleLad's Dream, part one (25qp) [Novice] CantleLad's Dream, part two (35qp) [Beginner] LordLevelTitre's Basic Chemistry Quiz (35qp) [Advanced] Supplies EddySon (25qp) [Novice] New Bonuses: 2 New Points Bonus. LordLevelTitre's explanation of
chemical bases [1] Replacement of candles in AngleTon city hall [2] (another bonus likely from an earlier update.) Other: - Clubs fourth bonus claim lowered by 50m points to 35m - Global chat color changed to black brown - MrHammerPrice now change horse asking price - GlacierTon Inn is a new
repeatable for guests - Book of HI History / added Lore libraries Views: 1004 | Added: Person | Date: 11/04/2018 | Comments (0) Summer Giveaway! What are you excited about HI3 for? And here are the random winners! 1 month sub winners: MiaPepper - Eternal Saphi, Eternal Afterglow, Eternal
RearingGirl, LifeCycle RussianBot, LifeCycle 1 zeus symbolic winners: PiggyApple, Eternal Valentino, Eternal LittleMoon, Eternal Joys, Eternal Chatterbox, Eternal DazzleBerry, Eternal Heartbeats, Eternal FiddleRose, Eternal JitterBug, OpenZebra, Eternal Cats, Eternal Bottlewater, Eternal LuckyHorse,
Eternal GreyMane, Eternal Sunday, Eternal DesertRose, Eternal Weird, LifeCycle BreyerHorseLover, LifeCycle Ariella, LifeCycle Pokey, LifeCycle Enjoy Your Awards! And you can check out updates on HI3 here on the official website: I hope everyone's summer goes great! With news of the upcoming
Horse Isle 3 on air, what are you excited about in the third Horse Isle game? Are you excited about more minigames? Guests? A mix of fantastic and realistic worlds? We give away up to 5 months of sub marks and 20 zeus signs. Comment below for your thoughts on HI3 below and your username/server
and you can randomly enter to win one of these prizes. This race ends on July 23, 11:59. 2210 | Added: Vallina | Date: 07/08/2018 New Breed: Waler New Companion: Potoo New Quests: Three New Quests. Bee-Friendly Plants AngleTon Residents (50qp) [Intermediate] PonyBop's New Pony (30qp)
[Beginner] Supplies EddySon (25qp) [Beginner] New Bonuses: 10 new bonus points, 2 left to find! You know what these are? Send them in! Gaining Pacer's Trust [3] Treasure on Drop Isle [5] Other: - Global chat (accessed via shortcut / g or / global) used when fewer than 50 players are online. - A 12-
hour opportunity at the auction house.  - When trading or leasing, horse lists are now in alphabetical order. - Clubs can add a fourth bonus, unlocked by 50mil points. Views: 1113 | Added: Person | Date: 07/08/2018 | Comments (0) EU News: And We Are Back! The error prevented this update from rising
when it should be, but everything should be back to normal now. Recently, the server with our image host went down, and all the image links had to be changed. If you click on the link to the image hosted by PostImage and the page says the server will not be found, please report it to chatbox or EU
forums - thank you! New Breed: Carolina Marsh Tacky New Companion: Black and White Husky Copper Husky Silver Husky White Husky New Quests: Thirteen New Quests. Blaze's Adventure (45qp) [Intermediate] ChantySan's New Idea (25qp) [Newbie] Secret Frogs (25qp) [Intermediate] +
GreenEyedStone's and Three Monkeys Challenge (35qp) [Central] + PurpleEyedGrass's Challenge (35qp) [Intermediate] + GreySnowBlizzard Challenge (30qp) [Advanced] + YellowEyedSwamp's Beetles Challenge (70q p ] [Advanced] + FreshWaterDuck's Water Challenge (50qp) [Intermediate] +
BlueReefFish's Symbiosis Challenge (50qp) [Advanced] + YellowEyedSand's Pyramid Challenge (35qp) [Intermediate] + OldSeashore and Sea Turtle Emergency (50qp) [Advanced] + SequoiaFlowerPine's Riddles Challenge (70qp) [Master] + Informing RedEyedTree (25qp) [Newbie] ... Read more »
Views: 1677 | Added: Person | Date: 04/18/2018 | Comments (0) New Breed: British Appaloosa New Monal New Quests: Four new guests. EddySon's Designated Forest Land (35qp) [Intermediate] MrFindGold's Dream (25qp) [Newbie] Bonus: Informing MissBrusher that MrFindGold will fly Majestic [1]
SirGunnel and The Secret North (65qp) [Advanced] Bonus: PrinceSafariSon's Stone [1] Treats Sheep (30qp) [Intermediate] New Bonuses: 1 new bonuses: 1 new bonuses. 2 found. Informing Ms.Brusher that Mr.FindGold will travel to Majestic [1] PrinceSafariSon's Stone [1] Other: - One Esroh will now
sell talismans at a cheaper price than the others. - Works available at TigerTon livery. (NPC agencies) ... Read more » Views: 2418 | Added: Person | Date: 01/14/2018 | Comments (2) Page 2 [ New messages · Members · Forum Rules · Search · RSS ] Page 1 of 15 1 2 3 ... 14 15 » Foorum » Esroh
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